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W
elcome to the fantastic world of Nehwon, home to 
the crime-ridden metropolis of Lankhmar, the City 
of the Black Toga, and residence of its question-

able heroes, Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser! Based on the leg-
endary works of Fritz Leiber, DCC Lankhmar allows judges 
and players to experience their own adventures in Nehwon, 
ones to rival the tales of Fafhrd and Gray Mouser. If you’ve 
ever dreamed of dueling in the foggy alleys behind Cheap 
Street, negotiating with supernatural mentors for scraps of 
forgotten lore, or merely trying to survive one more night in 
the criminal underworld, DCC Lankhmar is for you!

Treachery in the Beggar City is a DCC Lankhmar adventure 
designed for three to four 3rd-level characters. This adven-
ture takes the party from the smoke-filled alleys of the City 
of the Black Toga to the crumbling metropolis of Tovilyis, 
also known as the “Beggar City.” There they find them-
selves in competition to plunder the hidden vault of one of 
the city’s ancient rulers, a trap-filled and now submerged 
treasury hidden under the city. Can they pilfer the Doge’s 
forgotten riches before their rivals or will they join the bloat-
ed corpses in the Beggar City’s many canals?

BACKGROUND

A century ago, the Doge of Tovilyis waged war against the 
Land of Lankhmar. Drunk on power, the Doge believed that 
the then-powerful merchant state of Tovilyis was destined 
to become the predominant power in Nehwon. The Doge’s 
forces were crushed by those of the City of the Black Toga 
and Tovilyis became an occupied city, one wholly depen-
dent on Lankhmar’s generosity. 

Before the Lankhmart occupation arrived, however, the 
Doge hid away much of his wealth in a secret vault. Among 
the more tangible riches contained therein, a hoard of gold 
and jewels, were the Scrolls of Night. These documents con-
tained dark secrets about the nobles of Tovilyis, information 
gathered by the Doge’s spies and used as blackmail and 
leverage against the city’s nobility to maintain his power. 
Every noble in Tovilyis both feared and desired the Scrolls 
of Night, dreaming of being free from the Doge’s influence 
and using them to further their own political agendas in the 
halls of power.

Unfortunately for the Doge, he was captured by Lankhmart 
forces when they arrived in the city, betrayed by one of his 
own councilors. The Doge died without revealing the loca-
tion of his hoard of secrets and both his riches and the Scrolls 
of Night were believed lost forever. 

Recently, a woman named Fremma Inkfingers came across a 
crumbling map among a stash of sodden books in an aban-
doned building in Tovilyis. The books were the property 
of one of the Doge’s servants who secretly discovered the 
Doge’s plans to hide away his treasures. The servant in-
tended to plunder his master’s hoard, but the servant too 
fell into Lankhmart hands and perished alongside the man 
he intended to rob.

Fremma recognized the value of the map but had no desire 
to try and profit from it directly. She correctly believed the 

nobles would prefer to kill anyone with even the slightest 
hint of the treasure house’s location rather than deal fairly 
with them. Fremma sent out several surreptitious messag-
es to parties outside Tovilyis, believing them less likely to 
slit her throat outright. Yet, Fremma hedged her bets even 
further by making a copy of the map and hiding it with a 
trusted friend. 

News of the map’s existence was delivered to a powerful 
ally of the party’s acquaintance and the PCs soon found 
themselves bound for Tovilyis with orders to acquire the 
map and recover an item of value from the vault before 
anyone else learned of its existence. Unfortunately for both 
Fremma and the PCs, one of her messages was intercepted 
by the Villu Scelsi, one of Tovilyis’ noble families. Villu Scel-
si intends to plunder the vault first and acquire the Scrolls 
of Night, making them the predominant noble house in the 
Beggar City. To this end, they’ve hired a group of killers 
known as the Deathmasks to deal with Fremma (and any-
one else who gets in their way) and recover the map. The 
hired killers strike just as the party arrives to collect the map 
for themselves…

STARTING THE ADVENTURE

The adventure begins in media res with the PCs about to 
meet Fremma Inkfingers at the Wet Market, Tovilyis’ curi-
ous floating marketplace. The circumstances which led the 
party to this place and time are largely left to the judge, but 
some suggestions include:

• One of the party’s patrons want to acquire an object be-
lieved to have been in the old Doge’s possession and 
likely hidden away in his secret vault. The PCs are 
tasked with recovering it and sent to meet Fremma.

• The Thieves’ Guild of Lankhmar wants their cut of the 
Doge’s hoard and doesn’t trust the local chapter house 
to deliver the goods. The PCs are hired to oversee the 
plundering of the vault and make sure that the Thieves’ 
House in Lankhmar gets their rightful share of the loot. 
The PCs are promised a small (25%) finder’s fee.

• The PCs came across one of Fremma’s messages (likely 
by robbing or killing the person it was intended for) and 
decide to claim the map for themselves. 

• Fremma contacted the PCs directly, either because 
they’ve had dealings previously (the judge should in-
troduce Fremma in a previous adventure to lay the 
groundwork for this one) or the PCs have unbeknownst 
to them helped someone Fremma thinks highly of and 
made them worthy of contacting. 

Treachery in the Beggar City starts with the assumption that the 
party is already in Tovilyis. This is likely due to the circum-
stances above, but if the judge needs a reason for the adven-
turers to be in the Beggar City, it should be an easy matter. 
As 3rd-level characters, it’s highly likely the PCs have made 
some enemies and a prolonged vacation out of sight in Tovi-
lyis makes for a great reason for the group to leave Lankhmar 
for newer—or at least less immediately hostile—territory. 

Read or paraphrase the following to begin the adventure:
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Tovilyis the Beggar City! Once a powerful merchant city-state on 
the coast of the Sea of the East, it is now a place of stinking ca-
nals, sinking buildings, and petty noble families engaged in politi-
cal one-upsmanship (and the occasional assassination) to fill their 
decadent lives. Although an occupied vassal of Lankhmar, Tovilyis 
is many weeks southeast of the City of the Black Toga and the per-
fect place for those who’ve made enemies in the City of Sevenscore 
Thousand Smokes to lay low, away from the eyes of their foes. The 
political and social rivalries between Tovilyis’ noble houses, the 
villus [pronounced VILL-oos] means there’s always some petty 
lordling in need of sellswords and sorcery-for-hire. 

It has recently come to your attention that a scholar named Frem-
ma Inkfingers discovered an ancient map among old books dating 
back to the time before Tovilyis became an occupied city. A century 
ago, the Doge of Tovilyis dared to try and usurp Lankhmar’s posi-
tion of power in Nehwon, but his forces were crushed and the Doge 
was executed for daring to oppose Lankhmar. Prior to the Doge’s 
death, however, it is said he secreted away much of his wealth to 
protect it from being plundered by Lankhmart troops. Among that 
wealth was a collection of incriminating information he used as 
leverage against the villus of the city: a collection called the Scrolls 
of Night. The map discovered by Fremma purportedly leads to the 
Doge’s secret vault. Fremma has reached out to parties outside of 
Tovilyis with offers to sell the map, fearing that any of the Beggar 
City’s noble families would kill her rather than pay to acquire it. 

You have traveled to Tovilyis to purchase the map from Fremma 
for the price of 500 gold rilks. Although the sum is high, the vault 

itself is believed to hold a vast sum of wealth in addition to the 
political clout the Scrolls of Night would grant their owner. Now 
it’s just a matter of acquiring the map from Fremma and locating 
the Doge’s lost vault for plundering.

If the party has been sent to acquire the map by a patron 
or other party, they’ve been given the 500 gold rilks to pay 
for Fremma for it. A party seeking to acquire the map for 
themselves will either have to pay from their own pockets or 
otherwise meet Fremma’s prices (which the judge can adjust 
as needed).

PART ONE: MAP MAYHEM
Read or paraphrase the following:

The sun is high and the day is warm in Tovilyis as you approach 
the Wet Market, the site of your meeting with Fremma. Tovilyis is 
built along the marshy coast of the Sea of the East and crisscrossed 
by a vast network of canals and lagoons—water-filled plazas set 
around the city. At one such lagoon is the Wet Market, a curious 
bazaar comprised of numerous small boats, skiffs, and the city’s 
canoe-like boats called canalets temporarily lashed together into 
a floating market. Surrounding the Wet Market are rows of stone 
and brick buildings, many connected by bridges or timber walk-
ways stretching over the canals. Most of the buildings are in poor 
condition and not a few of them are slowly sinking into the soft 
soil upon which the city was built. Scaffolding supports some of 
the most decrepit structures, preventing their imminent collapse. 

Stepping onto the floating mass of boats, you slowly work your 
way deeper into the flotilla, walking carefully to avoid upsetting 
any of the skiffs or sending their wares—everything from livestock 
to groceries to ceramic pots—overboard. The market is crowded, 
but you soon make out a young, dusky-skinned woman with black 
hair holding a blue sun parasol: the sign Fremma told you she car-
ries so you’d identify her in the packed market. She’s only about 
forty feet away from you among the mass of shoppers when sud-
denly four masked figures appear behind Fremma. You see the 
flash of steel in the sunlight, a spray of crimson, and Fremma falls 
bleeding into the bottom of a shocked merchant’s canalet. One of 
the figures cuts a leather satchel from Fremma’s side and the quar-
tet of masked assailants dives into the crowd to make their escape.

What do you do?

THE DEATHMASKS

The four masked killers are members of the Deathmasks, 
Tovilyis’ version of the Slayers’ Brotherhood. They’ve been 
hired by Villu Scelsi to acquire Fremma’s map and prevent 
her from revealing anything she might know about the 
vault’s location to the other noble houses. The Deathmasks 
are efficient killers and formidable opponents. They are also 
under the sorcerous protection of a wizard aligned with 
their organization and enjoy resistance to spells. Luckily, 
they’re being paid to return the map and are more interested 
in fleeing the site of the attack than fighting any would-be 
heroes. Succeeding in their mission is of the utmost priority 
and individual Deathmasks will sacrifice themselves to al-
low the map-carrying member of their party to escape. Their 
stats are as follows:

Deathmasks (4): Init +4; Atk short sword +2 melee (1d6+1) 
or Mingol bow +3 ranged (1d6+1); AC 14; HD 5d10; hp 30 
each; MV 30’; Act 1d20; SP spell resistance (see below); SV 
Fort +4, Ref +8, Will +3; AL N; Crit III/d10.

Prior to being sent out, the four killers were presented with 
enchanted amulets designed to reduce the effect of spells di-
rected at them. Each amulet provides gradually diminishing 
protection against spells targeting an individual Deathmask 
or the group. The first time a spell is successfully cast at the 
Deathmasks, modify its spell check result by -20. If this re-
duction results in the spell not succeeding, the spell fails to 
affect the target(s), but the caster doesn’t lose it for the day, 

WHAT DO I KNOW  
ABOUT TOVILYIS?

If the judge is running this adventure as a one-shot or 
part of an episodic campaign where the PCs find them-
selves in new locales at the start of each adventure, 
the players may rightly want to know what they’ve 
learned of their current location in their travels. After 
reading the above text, the judge can have each PC 
make either an Intelligence or Personality check and 
consult the rumor tables on pp. 30-31 to determine this 
information. Once that’s resolved and the party knows 
more about the city in which the adventure occurs, be-
gin the adventure proper with Part One. 
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gain corruption, misfire, or otherwise 
suffer detrimental consequences. Their 
magic simply washes over the Death-
masks without effect. The second time 
a spell targets the Deathmasks, modify 
a successful spell check by -10, and the 
third time they’re the target of a success-
ful spell, modify the check by -5. Subse-
quent spells are resolved normally with 
no spell check reduction. These amulets 
can be found and looted if the Death-
masks are searched, and will protect 
the wearer. The judge should note the 
current state of each amulet’s protective 
power if the PCs acquire them, applying 
the benefits of each appropriately until 
they lose their power. 

The Deathmasks are consummate pro-
fessional assassins and will not reveal 
any information if captured. Even magi-
cal compulsion such as charm person 
only compels them to say they were em-
ployed through normal guild channels, 
meaning that they were never personally 
told who hired them to steal the satchel. 

WHAT ABOUT FREMMA?
A PC who checks Fremma finds she’s grievously wounded and blood is 
spurting from her severed carotid artery. Spending a round to staunch the 
wound allows the PC to make a DC 16 Intelligence check (+1d bonus if they 
have the Healer benison). If the PC applies a magical unguent as part of the 
first aid, the check automatically succeeds. Spellcasters pausing to check on 
Fremma can also make a spell check. On a result of 16+, they feel the tingle 
of magic in the air, but cannot pinpoint the source. This is due to the events 
being observed by Villu Scelsi’s house sorcerer. This divination may or may 
not have effects on the course of the adventure (see Interlude: The Iron Frog).

If the healing check fails or the PCs don’t attempt one, Fremma still lives long 
enough to weakly cough through bloodstained lips, “Hyllyp. Find Hyllyp 
at the Iron Frog. Tell him I gave you this.” She shoves a simple brass ring 
adorned with emerald flecks into one of the PC’s hands. This bauble (worth 
15 gold rilks) allows the PCs to gain a copy of the vault map should they fail 
to catch the Deathmasks, allowing them to continue the adventure.

If Fremma is saved, she won’t mention Hyllyp or give the PCs the ring un-
less the Deathmasks have escaped with the map. She doesn’t want to drag 
her friend Hyllyp into danger unless she has to. 

Saving Fremma’s life earns the party the Minor Ally benison in the form 
of Fremma. Fremma is unlikely to remain in Tovilyis for long and may be 
encountered elsewhere at the judge’s discretion, allowing the PCs to benefit 
from this benison in unexpected places.
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TOVILYIS: THE BEGGAR CITY

T
ovilyis is a coastal city perched upon the marshy 
coast of the Sea of the East. To its west rise the 
Mountains of Hunger and it lies south of the Lakes 

of Pleea. Once a grand city, rich with trade goods and ruled 
a dynasty of powerful doges, Tovilyis is now a shadow of its 
former glory. It decays and slowly sinks into the waters of 
the Sea of the East, its vast canal system no longer alive with 
bustling commerce. Tovilyis is known widely as “the Beggar 
City,” but this was not always the case.

A HISTORY OF TOVILYIS

F
ive centuries ago, Tovilyis was the most powerful 
city on the Sea of the East. Its shipyards produced 
fleets of trading coasters which plied the waters, 

bringing trade to other ports along both coasts of the Sea of 
the East. The flags of Tovilyis and its merchant-lords were 
known in Kokgnab, Klesh, Quarmall, and Lankhmar, all of 
whom contributed their own share of far-off goods to the 
city’s bustling marketplaces. Only the unpredictable nature 
of the Sinking Land and the wild currents of the equatorial 
sea prevented Tovilyis from expanding its empire beyond 
the eastern waters.

Tovilyis was (and is) ruled by the Doge, greatest of the city’s 
merchant-lords. Beneath him were a half-hundred noble 
families, or villus, who schemed among themselves for pow-
er and the best commercial alliances. Although the Doge’s 
rule was not hereditary, the Villu Scelsi held the most com-
mercial and political influence among the rival villus and 
few could contest their claim whenever an old Doge died 
and a new potentate had to be chosen.

Over time, Villu Scelsi and its line of doges chaffed at Tovily-
is’ parochialism. They had conquered the Eastern Sea, true, 
but the City of Lankhmar was the real power in the land of 
Lankhmar. So long as the City of the Black Toga stood unop-
posed, Tovilyis would always remain in its shadow.

A handful of historians who’ve studied the rise and fall of 
Tovilyis have opined several causes for what was soon to 
come. Some say the Villu Scelsi had declined into madness 
brought about by noble inbreeding. Others believe outside 
agitators, perhaps from subterranean Quarmall, coerced the 
Doge into action. What can be certain, however, is that a cen-
tury ago the Doge declared war on Lankhmar, seeking to 
conqueror its lands and capital, and claim it as a vassal city. 

Despite Tovilyis’ immense navy, an army of mercenaries 
purchased with its deep coffers, and the backing of a sorcer-
ous cabal, the outcome of the war was decided before Tovi-
lyian forces came within sight of the City of Lankhmar. An 
unexpected rising of the Sinking Land forced the Tovilyian 
troops to come ashore much farther south than planned. 
There, they found Lankhmart forces waiting them, alerted 
by the Overlord’s network of spies and wizards. The battle 

was fierce and the beaches turned crimson with Tovilyian 
blood. When the Sinking Land slipped beneath the waves 
once more, Lankhmart ships swung south into the Sea of 
the East in a chancy move that caught Tovilyis’ navy by sur-
prise. It’s said that more than 500 ships, mostly from Tovi-
lyis, burned to the waterline that day, effectively crushing 
the merchant city’s military power in a single bold stroke.

Lankhmar wasted no time in making Tovilyis an example to 
those who would challenge its majesty and power. Tovilyis 
became an occupied city, home to a garrison of Lankhmart 
troops and military overlords. The city, which once ruled 
the sea, was forced to burn all but two of its shipyards. All 
merchants were required to pay a new tax, the monies of 
which ended up in the Overlord of Lankhmar’s coffers. 
Even Tovilyis’ grain fields were destroyed and the occupied 
city was now required to buy its grain from Lankhmar the 
Imperishable. Tovilyis had become the Beggar City, surviv-
ing only on what Lankhmar allowed them to have. 

Today, Tovilyis remains an occupied city, but has largely 
been allowed to self-govern. The noble villus—those who 
didn’t flee the city before the Lankhmarts arrived—have 
clung fiercely to whatever vestiges of power they could. 
Lankhmar has even allowed them to appoint a Doge again 
after a century of submission, although neither the Doge nor 
the villus have any real influence beyond the city’s environs. 
With no external power to vie for, the nobility of Tovilyis 
has turned inward; scheming, rivalry, petty feuds, and the 
occasional assassination are now the all-consuming pastime 
of the villus. 

While the nobles scheme and intrigue, the occupying forces 
of Lankhmar face their own decline. Once, the Lankhmarts 
were lords of the city, but as other concerns have occupied 
the Overlord’s attention, garrison duty in Tovilyis has be-
come a punishment detail. Disciplinary cases, minor noble 
sons who can’t afford the proper bribes to be stationed else-
where, and other less savory members of the City of the 
Black Toga’s military find themselves serving in Tovilyis. 
They, in turn, take out their displeasure on one another—or, 
more often, the common people of the Beggar City. 

Tovilyis finds itself a place where no one cares beyond their 
own self-interests. The city’s infrastructure is succumbing 
to a slow collapse as those assigned to see to its caretaking 
direct their time and power elsewhere. The city is literally 
sinking, but so long as noble ankles stay dry, it’s no concern 
of the villus or the occupying Lankhmarts who are counting 
the days until they can leave this festering place. 

The Beggar City has become a place where few people will-
ingly travel to and far fewer get the opportunity to leave. 
However, Tovilyis has become a sanctuary for those looking 
to escape trouble in Lankhmar, Ilthmar, or even the cities of 
the Eastern Lands. A few half-mad or inspired geniuses of 
trade have taken up residence in the city, seeking opportuni-
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